Broader functional annotation of known as well as putative genetic variations is a valuable mean for prioritizing targets in disease studies and large-scale genotyping projects. In this article, we present a practical guide to SNPnexus, a web-based tool that provides an aggregate set of functional annotations for genomic variation data by characterizing related consequences at the transcriptome/proteome levels with in-depth analysis of potential deleterious effects, inferring physical and cytogenetic mapping, reporting related HapMap data, finding overlaps with potential regulatory, structural as well as conserved elements and retrieving links with previously reported genetic disease studies. We focus on the SNPnexus query system, its annotation categories and the biological interpretation of results.
INTRODUCTION
Genome variations represent a valuable resource for investigating the genetic basis of diseases and are widely used for fine-scale genetic mapping and genome-wide association studies. It is well established that certain variations may predispose and affect disease progression. Although high-throughput sequencing technologies enables large-scale screening of genome variations, it presents computational challenges of interpretation of their functional role.
The selection of an optimal number of tag variations based on both potential functional effect and haplotype information can increase the sensitivity and efficiency of large-scale genotyping projects [1] . This is an essential step to enable and facilitate hypothesis generation for further experimentation and validation. However, the interpretation of candidate variation sites to detect relevant ones such as those leading to amino acid changes, altering splicing sites and found in known regulatory elements or conserved non-coding sequences requires integration of a broad range of genome annotation.
Functional annotation data for publicly known variations are scattered across many different databases, include a limited set of information and rarely allow functional annotations of newly detected variations. When dealing with novel variants, researchers are faced with exploring many different data sources, deciding which one to use and manually assessing the functional relevance of their variants before selecting the subset to use in future disease genotyping studies. As a result, the task of making a complete assessment of the potential functional consequences of both novel and known variations from sequencing or genome-wide association studies is difficult and time consuming.
To meet this challenge, we developed SNPnexus [2, 3] as a robust one-stop solution for the functional annotation of novel and public domain variations, allowing users to assess the potential significance of candidate variants from a broad range of annotation categories and be directed towards the phenotypically important ones. Users are allowed to submit queries using genomic coordinates (on clones, contigs as well as chromosomes), dbSNP identifiers or chromosomal regions.
The positive feedback from the constantly growing, national and international SNPnexus user community has helped to improve our system over the years by incorporating new and advanced annotation features. A full-list of current SNPnexus features is shown in Table 1 . The web server is free for use and available at http://snp-nexus.org.
SNPNEXUS FEATURES Architecture and data source
The basic SNPnexus request-response architecture has two layers as shown in Figure 1 : an access layer with a web server and a storage layer with a MySQL database server. A Perl annotation pipeline connects the variation data submitted through the front-end web interface to the back-end MySQL database, performs all the calculations on the fly and displays results back to the users. In addition to the sought annotation results, SNPnexus provides detailed cytogenetic and physical mapping information. For novel SNPs, SNPnexus retrieves whether these are already in the public domain and provides related links to dbSNP [4] and HapMap data [5] , when available.
SNPnexus uses primary datasets from different sources to instantly calculate functional consequences. For example, to find out whether a single-base substitution alters the protein sequence of a RefSeq gene, SNPnexus uses the RefSeq gene structure primary dataset and calculates on the fly whether the substitution overlaps with the coding region of a given transcript. If yes, SNPnexus then finds the corresponding codon for that particular position, checks whether the effect is synonymous or non-synonymous and finally builds the protein (original and altered) sequence(s).
Currently SNPnexus maintains two separate databases for GRCh37/hg19 and NCBI36/hg18 genome assemblies. Primary datasets for most of the annotation categories and auxiliary datasets such as clone, contig and cytoband data are collected from the MySQL tables available from the UCSC human genome annotation database (http://hgdownload. cse.ucsc.edu/downloads.html#human). The reference human genome sequence and public domain SNP details are collected from BioMart release 63 for hg19 (ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-63/ 
Query Structure
SNPnexus supports the two most recent human genome assemblies: GRCh37/hg19 (default) and NCBI36/hg18. Users can select the genome assembly on which the queried variants would be annotated. The variant data can be submitted in three different forms: genomic position, chromosomal region or dbSNP identifier. Queries can be made in both single and batch mode. Users can annotate a novel variation by providing its genomic mapping position (clone, contig or chromosome), its reference and observed alleles and strand information. One-based coordinate system is used to describe genomic position. SNPnexus input format ideally supports querying for bi-allelic variants. However, the internal design of SNPnexus allows the user to query for multi-allelic variants as well, where the observed allele field can contain multiple alleles separated by '/'.
Although known SNPs can still be annotated by providing the dbSNP rs# number, an additional query feature has been added to annotate all known variants in a given genomic region by simply providing the start and end positions on the chromosome. This can be useful when dealing with the reassessment of the functional role of HapMap and dbSNP variants within a given region, for example.
Alongside single base substitutions, SNPnexus supports multiple nucleotide substitutions, insertions and deletions (InDels), covering a wider range of variation data. Insertions or deletions can be readily represented by using '-' to represent a null allele. Block substitutions can be presented when the user provides reference and observed allele data of same or different length. Users are also allowed to use the International Union for Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) code to denote ambiguous sites in a given DNA sequence motif, where a single character may represent more than one nucleotide. Allowing IUPAC code makes SNPnexus easy to use and complementary to the main genotype-calling algorithms widely used in sequencing projects.
SNPnexus accepts text-based batch query files (see examples in Table 2 ), where each line corresponds to one genetic variant, either known or novel, including insertions, deletions or single block substitutions. For variants represented by genomic position, the six space-or tab-delimited columns represent type (chromosome/clone/contig), identifier (chromosome no/clone id/contig id), position, the reference allele, the observed allele(s) and strand information (1/À1). For variants represented by dbSNP identifiers, the two columns represent type (dbsnp) and dbSNP rs#, respectively. SNPnexus also supports batch query file in standard Variant Call Format (VCF).
After specifying/uploading the variant data, at least one of the available output annotation options needs to be selected for submission. It is not mandatory to provide email address with submitted queries. After submission, users are immediately notified of the current status of the query in the result page and can visit the page any time to check the query status. The results are accessible via the same page once the analysis is completed. If a user provides valid email address, then the notification of acceptance and completion are sent via email. The Perl annotation program uses parallel processing in the background to speed-up the calculation for larger queries up to 100 000 variants. Owing to the huge amount of data processed every day, the results are kept and made available for 72 hours.
Annotation categories
Gene/protein consequences To the best of our knowledge, SNPnexus is the only tool that provides a comprehensive overview of potential functional consequences of genomic variations by exploring seven different transcriptome and proteome models. Although other tools and studies have mainly focused on transcript/protein level effects based on NCBI RefSeq [6] and/or Ensembl [7] genes, SNPnexus offers the possibility of assessing possible functional impact on additional alternative isoforms through UCSC [8] , VEGA [9] , AceView [10] , H-Invitational [11] and CCDS [12] gene annotation systems.
For protein-coding transcripts, the predicted functional effect of a variant falls into one of the following categories: coding, splice site, 5 0 -UTR, 3 0 -UTR, 5-upstream, 3-downstream, intronic. SNPnexus also computes whether a variant falls into an exonic, intronic or splice-site region of a non-coding transcript. For 5-upstream and 3-downstream, a distance of 2 kb from the UTR start or end is considered appropriate. For an intronic variant, the distance to the nearest splicing site is reported. Variations within 2 bp of intron/exon junctions are reported as effecting the splice site.
Because coding variants are of special interest, further information is provided about the mutation type such as whether the substitution is synonymous or non-synonymous. SNPnexus reports whether a non-synonymous substitution results in immediate stop-codon gain or loss. In case of an InDel or block substitution occurring within coding region, the occurrence is classified as peptide shift or frameshift, depending on whether the total number of nucleotides to be replaced is a multiple of 3 or not. In all these cases, SNPnexus reports the related base-pair position within the cDNA and CDS, corresponding amino acid position in the peptide chain, the subsequent amino acid change and reference/ altered protein sequences. For a deletion or block substitution spanning over more than one functional regions of a transcript, the prediction is based on the The first variant is a single base substitution on chromosome 3, with a substitution of 'G' in the reference genome to 'T' on the positive strand. The second variant is a single-base insertion on chromosome 16, as the reference allele is represented by 'À'. The third variant is a deletion on chromosome 3 that spans several nucleotides. The rest of the variants are known SNPs represented by dbSNP rs#.
first nucleotide position of the variation, and effected regions are reported. For example, if a deletion potentially deletes nucleotides starting from a coding exon and continues to do so in the next intron, then we predict the function of this variation as coding, but in the 'Detail' column, it will be reported as coding-intronic. Currently, in these more complicated cases, resultant amino acid changes are not provided even if the variation possibly affects the coding region of a transcript. For coding non-synonymous variations, SNPnexus can also provide the predicted deleterious effect on protein function based on SIFT [13] and PolyPhen-2 predictions [14] . Predictions are only shown for complete Ensembl proteins. No predictions are shown for non-synonymous substitutions resulting in stop-gain or stop-loss, as these fundamentally change the protein sequence.
HapMap population data
For known SNPs, SNPnexus provides related HapMap genotypes and allele frequency data. The HapMap Project (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) provides a resource of genotypic data of $5 million common SNPs derived from 11 human populations: African YRI (from Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria), Japanese JPT (from Tokyo, Japan), Han Chinese CHB (from Beijing, China), European CEU (from Utah, USA, with ancestry from northern and western Europe), African Ancestry ASW (from Southwestern USA), Chinese Ancestry CHD (from Metropolitan Denver, USA), Gujarati Indians GIH (from Houston, USA), Luhya LWK (from Webuye, Kenya), Mexican Ancestry MEX (from Los Angeles, USA), Masai MKK (from Kinyawa, Kenya) and Toscani TSI (from Italy). The HapMap genotypic data have proven to be a key resource for researchers investigating the genetic contribution to human diseases, variation in gene expression and drug response [15] . The HapMap data could be used to estimate Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) of SNPs in different populations.
Regulatory elements
SNPnexus can be used to quickly investigate putative regulatory impact. Users could check whether the variants disrupt transcription factor-binding sites (TFBS). SNPnexus uses the Transfac Matrix Database (v7.0) TFBSs conserved in the human/ mouse/rat alignment [16] . Also, users could analyse promoter polymorphisms that could alter gene expression. Overlaps are checked against the 5 0 -terminal exons and promoters predicted by FirstEF (First-Exon Finder) program [17] . Furthermore, users could assess whether a particular SNP of interest is a potential miRSNP occurring in putative miRNA target sites [18] and hence interfere in miRNA-mediated gene regulation. In addition, users could check whether an SNP directly impacts other small regulatory RNAs such as miRNAs [19] , snoRNAs or scaRNAs [20] . Finally, users could investigate whether a variant overlaps with CpG islands [21] or Vista enhancers [22] , therefore potentially altering the transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression.
Conservation analysis
SNPnexus provides estimated probability score that a particular variant belongs to a conserved genomic region, based on the multiple alignments of 44/46 vertebrate species using phastCons method from the PHAST package [23] . SNPnexus can also scan variants against conserved regions that are identified by GERP elements [24] . Focusing on variants that fall in highly conserved genomic regions greatly helps prioritizing important candidate variants to be analysed for disease studies.
Phenotype and disease association SNPnexus allows users to establish connection with a rich collection of genetic association studies from three sources: the Genetic Association Database (GAD) [25] -an archive of human genetic association studies of complex diseases and disorders, the Catalogue Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC) [26] -an online database for somatic mutation information related to human cancers and the NHGRI genome-wide association study (GWAS) catalogue [27] -a resource for mining published SNP-trait/disease associations. When investigating the role of variants, users can mine these databases and extract any information related to the gene(s)/variant(s) of interest.
Structural variability
Structural variants can have direct or indirect effect on the expression of a gene by changing its position on the genome [28] . They can predispose to additional damaging structural changes or function as susceptibility alleles in complex genetic diseases [28] . SNPnexus can locate variants in four types of structural variation regions: Copy number variations (CNVs), insertions/deletions (InDels), inversions and inversion breakpoints. SNPnexus assesses overlaps with putative structural variation region data obtained from a large collection of peer-reviewed research studies collated in the Database of Genomic Variants [29] .
EVALUATION OF SNPNEXUS OUTPUT
For each selected output annotation category, detailed results are shown in separate HTML tables with links to the related web data sources, when available. Results are available for downloading as archived tab-delimited text or VCF files or as a single excel file, composed of separate worksheets representing selected output annotations, allowing further flexibility to carry on additional investigations. For the gene consequences category, we have an additional graphical representation to quickly inspect the distribution of predicted functional consequences.
To give a practical example of use, we assessed the potential functional role of the variants, shown in Table 2 . Figure 2 shows the query options and annotation categories.
The first two tables from the result page are presented in Figure 3 . Each table shows the number of retrieved variants at the top and contains the computed annotation attributes. The first table provides the genomic mapping with both physical (on chromosome and contig) and cytogenetic positions. It also displays whether the variants are already deposited in public databases. In this example, the first variant chr3:30713853:G/T is the only one not found in dbSNP.
Analysing the variants' effects on genes and proteins
SNPnexus considers different gene annotation systems to assess the functional consequences on the possible isoforms. The first variant (chr3:30713853:G/T) in the example presented in Table 2 was implicated in pancreatic tumourigenesis by altering genes involved in TGF-b signalling pathway. Using SNPnexus, we assessed in details the functional consequences of this variant on RefSeq, Ensembl and AceView (Table 3 ). All of the three annotation systems agree upon the coding nonsynonymous effect (C393F, C418F) of the variant on two alternative transcripts of the transforming growth factor beta receptor II (TGFBR2) gene. But SNPnexus also highlights an additional coding effect (C223F) and mapping to the 3 0 -UTR region in two Ensembl isoforms. Possible downstream effects on two AceView transcripts are identified as well. The corresponding protein alterations are predicted as damaging by SIFT. The variant (chr3:9791667:AGA/-or rs3218998) has 5 0 -UTR and upstream effect on 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (OGG1) gene, but it could have downstream effect on the neighbouring bromodomain and PHD finger containing protein 1 (BRPF1). Interestingly, a potential peptide shift is detected on one AceView isoform, which is not captured by RefSeq or Ensembl. This is an example of how SNPnexus enables discovery of new potential functions that should be considered in any further analysis.
Identifying variants in promoter and regulatory elements
SNPnexus could be used to identify variants that occur in highly conserved promoter or regulatory regions. In Table 2 , the first variant chr3:30713853:G/T overlaps with the predicted binding sites of regulatory factor X1 (RFX1) gene. SNP rs13129 is found within the predicted binding sites of transcriptional activator Forkhead box J2 (FOXJ2) gene. Both SNPs are located in conserved regions. rs13129 is also a potential miRSNP occurring in 3 0 -UTR of AGRN gene, a putative target site of miR-224. SNPnexus also located rs3218998 in a predicted CpG island, potentially effecting the transcriptional regulation of OGG1 gene.
Inferring association with diseases and populations
SNPnexus can report direct and indirect links between variants and known diseases/phenotypes using GAD, COSMIC and GWAS resources. Direct links indicate whether the given variant has been reported in previous studies. Indirect links are based on the gene containing the variant rather than the variant itself. For example, rs2476601 is a variant found in the sequence of the PTPN22 gene. SNPnexus identified 249 GAD entries connecting rs2476601 (þ1858G>A) with various diseases, most of which are indirect links, as it is the gene PTPN22 that has been studied in these reports. Only 33 entries are direct links, as they focus on rs2476601. Mining GWAS database reveals eight separate association studies that relate rs2476601 with several diseases (rheumatoid arthritis, type 1 diabetes, Crohn's disease and vitiligo) in different populations. Combining GWAS results with the HapMap genotypic data is also possible. We considered the association between the rs2476601 and rheumatoid arthritis among European population that has been reported in several genome-wide association studies [30] [31] [32] . Overlaying HapMap data shows an MAF for þ1858A allele of 11.96% in European CEU and <2% for most other populations (except Mexican and Toscani).
Identifying variants in region of structural variations
Studies have suggested the importance of CNVs in complex phenotypes and the need to assess them independently from SNPs [33] . Both rs13129 and rs2476601 are found to overlap with several CNV regions, suggesting that the association studies relating these SNPs with diseases need to consider the impact of corresponding CNV as well.
Assessing functional importance of a chromosomal region
SNPnexus could be used to reassess and validate the functional importance of a genomic region by annotating all its known variants. As an example of use, we have run a region-based query on chr3:9790001-9800000 and found 157 known SNPs in that 10 kb region. A quick look at the graphical view of the RefSeq gene consequences (clicking on the chart symbol) shows the distribution of the related functional consequences (see Figure 4) .
When dealing with large number of query SNPs with larger annotation tables, the downloadable excel file makes it easy to navigate, sort and filter the obtained results. For example, a simple filtering on the 'Predicted function' and 'Detail' columns in the Ensembl tab displays the 106 coding nonsynonymous consequences (out of the 2887 records) on different OGG1 and CAMK1 isoforms (see Supplementary Figure S1 ). The reference and altered protein sequences for coding variations are available as separated by 'j' in the 'proteins' column, which is not available in the web page. A further filter set on the 'Prediction' and 'Confidence' columns in the SIFT prediction tab predicts 48 of those missense mutations to be potentially deleterious (see Supplementary Figure S1 ).
Users can also quickly pick SNPs in the conserved regulatory region or associated in previous disease studies or overlapping with structural variation regions. By following the filtering procedure, one can reduce the number of variants from a large set to a manageable subset for further research.
CONCLUSIONS
As the amount of sequence data and detected variants continues to grow with the advent of next-generation sequencing, elaborate functional annotation of newly detected variants is needed to make sense of the generated data and reduce candidate genes/variants to an optimal number for subsequent investigations. This is an important challenging task that will affect the study outcome and cost, especially for complex diseases where the number of candidate genes is expected to be large. SNPnexus is already a pioneer in that respect by providing the most elaborate set of annotation options for diverse range of both known and novel variation data and helping in the selection of those contributing to the phenotype. The wider varieties of functional annotations are provided in a comprehensive online manner that alleviates the need of informatics expertise for biologists. The underlying system architecture is modularized, making it easily extendable to include additional functional annotations. We welcome feedback from the user community on possible addition of new annotation categories or improvement on the current categories to the future releases of SNPnexus.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary data are available online at http:// bib.oxfordjournals.org/.
Key Points
SNPnexus provides an elaborate set of functional annotation for known and novel variation data in the form of multi-allelic SNPs, InDels and block substitutions. Annotation categories include transcript/protein level consequences, HapMap genotype data, associated phenotype and disease studies and overlapping regulatory, conserved and structural elements. Results are provided in web, text, VCF, graphical and excel format.
